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Abstract 
 

This paper reviews the constructs of vocabulary knowledge, some of the estab-
lished measures of the depth of L2 vocabulary knowledge, and proposes three 
measures to assess the depth of meaning dimension of L2 vocabulary knowl-
edge and one measure of the breadth of meaning dimension of L2 vocabulary 
knowledge. The depth of meaning dimension refers to the knowledge of the 
syntactic and semantic features which make up the meaning of a word, and 
therefore, the knowledge of the meaning boundary of a word. The three meas-
ures are Forward Translation Recognition Matrix, Sentence Completion Rec-
ognition Matrix, and Acceptability Judgement. Meanwhile, the breadth of 
meaning of a word refers to the multiple meaning senses of a word. One meas-
ure, i.e. measure of breadth of meaning, and its variant are proposed. It is 
suggested that the proposed measures be critically reviewed, developed and 
improved for the sake of future research on the depth of vocabulary knowl-
edge. 
 
Keywords: vocabulary knowledge, meaning dimension. 

 
 
Introduction  
 

Research in second language vocabulary acquisit ion has received consider-
able at tent ion in the last  two decades (Huckin & Coady, 1999: 182). By then, re-
search in SLA focused primarily on how L2 learners acquire grammat ical subsystems 
(syntax) and grammat ical morpheme (morphology); it  had barely touched the ac-
quisit ion of vocabulary (Ellis, 1985: 5-6). Most  research on L2 vocabulary acquisit ion 
to date, however, has focused on “ est imates of vocabulary size or ‘ breadth’  meas-
ures rather than on the depth of vocabulary knowledge of specif ic words or the 
degree of such knowledge (Wesche & Paribakht , 1996: 13), on the growth of L2 
lexicons and on the number of words gained or forgot ten over t ime (Schmit t ,  
1998:282). Despite the merits of such research or measures, one obvious limitat ion 
is that  “ they do not  measure how well given words are known (Read, 1988 as 
quoted in Wesche & Paribakht , 1996: 13). As such measures fail to assess the qual-
ity of the depth of vocabulary knowledge, they cannot  be used to t rack the acquisi-
t ion development  of given words. The lack of research on the depth of L2 vocabu-
lary knowledge might  have resulted from the lack of research inst ruments for 
measuring the depth of L2 vocabulary knowledge. This paper is aimed to address 
this issue by proposing potent ial inst ruments to measure such knowledge.  

                                                 
1* Presented at the 38th RELC International Seminar, SEAMEO Regional Language Centre, 
     Singapore. 
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Vocabulary Knowledge  
 

In order to design a measure of the depth of vocabulary knowledge, one 
needs to have a clear const ruct  of what  const itutes vocabulary knowledge. Several 
at tempts to make an exhaust ive list  of components that  make up vocabulary knowl-
edge have been made. Cronbach (1942 as cited in Bogaards, 2000; in Wesche & 
Paribakht , 1996: 28) dist inguished f ive aspects or criteria of word knowledge: (1) 
generalizat ion (knowing the definit ion), (2) applicat ion (knowledge about  use), (3) 
breadth of meanings (knowing dif ferent  senses of a word), (4) precision of meaning 
(knowing how to use the word in many dif ferent  situat ions), and (5) availabilit y 
(being able to use the word product ively).  
 Richards (1976: 77-89), three decades later, proposed several aspects or as-
sumpt ions of vocabulary knowledge. According to Richards, knowing a word means 
(1) knowing its relat ive frequency and its collocat ion, (2) knowing the limitat ion 
imposed on its use, (3) knowing its syntact ic behavior, (4) knowing its basic forms 
and derivat ions, (5) knowing its associat ion with other words, (6) knowing its se-
mant ic value, and (7) knowing many of the dif ferent  meanings associated with the 
word. Nat ion (1990) adopted Richards’ s assumpt ions of word knowledge, he added 
the recept ive & product ive knowledge and several other components and reorgan-
ized them. He categorizes the components of lexical knowledge into form (spoken 
and writ ten), posit ion (grammar and collocat ion), funct ion (frequency and appro-
priateness) and meaning (concept  and associat ive) as presented in table 1.  
 
Table 1: Components of word knowledge (Nation, 1990: 31) 

Form   
Spoken form R 

P 
What  does the word sound like? 
How is the word pronounced? 

Writ ten form R 
P 

What  does the word look like? 
How is the word writ ten and spelled? 

Posit ion   
Grammat ical posit ion R 

P 
In what  pat terns does the word occur? 
In what  pat terns must  we use the word? 

Collocat ion R 
 
P 

What  words and types of words can we express 
before and after the word? 
What  words or types of words must  we use 
with this word? 

Posit ion   
Frequency R 

P 
How common is the word? 
How often should the word be used? 

Appropriateness R 
P 

Where would we expect  to f ind this word? 
Where can this word be used? 

Meaning   
Concept  R 

P 
What  does the word mean? 
What  word should be used to express this 
meaning? 

Associat ion R 
P 

What  other words does this word make us 
think of? 
What  other words could we use instead of this 
one? 
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 Vocabulary knowledge is, therefore, complex in nature. There are various 
aspects or dimensions of word knowledge that  L2 learners have to acquire and vari-
ous tasks that  they have to perform in the acquisit ion process of L2 lexicons. Con-
sidering the various tasks and dimensions in vocabulary learning, Nat ion (1990: 32) 
observes that  “ knowing a word as it  is described (in table 1) applies to only a small 
proport ion of the total vocabulary of a nat ive speaker.”  Learning even an L2 word 
or a lexical item is a complex task. Naturally, learners’  knowledge of a word is not  
binary in nature, nor is it  an all or nothing phenomenon. The consensus is that  vo-
cabulary acquisit ion is incremental in nature and that  the acquisit ion of certain 
word knowledge dimensions occurs concurrent ly (Schmit t ,  1998: 283). It  ranges 
from false familiarity with word forms to the abilit y to use a word correct ly in free 
product ion (Færch, Haast rup & Phillipson, 1984), or as Palmberg (1987) puts it ,  
from recognit ion of potent ial vocabulary to the abilit y to use it .   
 Bogaards (2000) observes that  L2 learners may learn the following dimen-
sions: form (spoken & writ ten), meaning (acquired in an incremental fashion), 
morphology (condit ions on derivat ion and compounding), syntax (applying the right  
rules to the right  word or lexical unit ,  part icularly in the learning of verbs, i.e. the 
argument  st ructure and types of arguments required, and adj ect ives), collocates 
(what  word may go with what  words), and discourse (such as style, register, appro-
priateness of part icular senses of a word).  The complexity of vocabulary knowl-
edge poses a very dif f icult  problem for researchers wishing to assess the depth of 
learners’  L2 vocabulary knowledge and to t rack the development  of the acquisit ion 
of given words. Schmit t  (1998: 282) observes that  although there has been virtual 
explosion of vocabulary studies, “ at  the moment  we have only the broadest  idea of 
how acquisit ion might  occur. We certainly have no knowledge of the acquisit ion 
stages that  part icular words might  move through” . In the following sect ions, sev-
eral measures of the depth of vocabulary knowledge in the literature are reviewed. 
 
Existing Measures of the De pth of Vocabulary Knowledge 
 

The number of exist ing measures of the depth of vocabulary knowledge in 
the research literature is relat ively small when compared with the breadth meas-
ures of vocabulary knowledge. Schmit t  (1998: 284 quot ing Read 1997) notes two 
approaches in measuring the depth of vocabulary knowledge: the developmental 
approach and the dimensional approach. In the developmental approach, scales are 
used to describe the stages of the acquisit ion of a word. Meanwhile, the dimen-
sional approach measures the level of acquisit ion of the various components of  
word knowledge discussed in the previous sect ion. 
 
1. Vocabulary Knowledge Scale  
 

One measure in the developmental approach that  has received signif icant  at -
tent ion as ref lected by the research literature is the Vocabulary Knowledge Scale 
(VKS) designed by Wesche and Paribakht  (Schmit t  1998: 284). According to Wesche 
and Paribakht  (1996) and Read (2000: 132-138), the VKS is a generic inst rument , in 
the sense that  it  can be used to measure any set  of words. It  uses f ive scales to 
capture certain stages in the init ial development  of core knowledge of given words. 
The VKS combines self-report  and performance items to elicit  the self-perceived 
and demonst rated knowledge of specif ic words in writ ten form. It  consists of two 
types of scales: one for tapping learners’  perceived knowledge of given words and 
the other for scoring the responses. The scale rat ings range from 1 represent ing 
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complete unfamiliarity to 5 represent ing the ability to use a word with grammat ical 
and semant ic accuracy in a sentence. VKS, however, cannot  be used to measure 
very small increment  in word knowledge, nor can it  be used to tap sophist icated 
knowledge of given words and to tap the knowledge of various associat ive mean-
ings.  
 The VKS elicitat ion scale (Figure 1) and the VKS scoring categories (Figure 2) 
are presented below.  
 
Figure 1: VKS elicitation scale self-report categor ies  
(Wesche & Paribakht, 1996: 30) 

Self-report   

categories 

I.     I don’ t  remember having seen this word before. 

II.    I  have seen this word before, but  I don’ t  know what  it  means. 

III.   I have seen this word before, and I t hink it  means _________. (synonym or 

      t ranslat ion) 

IV.  I know this word. It  means _________. (synonym or t ranslat ion) 

V. V.   I can use the word in a sentence: ______________________________ (If  you  

         do this, please also do sect ion IV.) 
 
FIGURE 2: VKS scoring categories: Meaning of scores  
(Wesche & Paribakht, 1996: 30)  

Self-report  
categories 

Possible 
scores 

Meaning of scores 

I.  
 
II.  
 
III.  
 
IV. 
 
V. 
 

1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4 
 
5 

The word is not  familiar at  all.  
 
The word is familiar but  it s meaning is not  known. 
 
A correct  synonym or t ranslat ion is given. 
 
The word is used with semant ic appropriateness in a 
sentence. 

The word is used with semant ic appropriateness and 
grammat ical accuracy in a sentence. 

 
 Meanwhile, in the dimensional approach, researchers have at tempted to de-
sign several assessment  inst ruments, notably ‘ word associates’  (henceforth WA) 
test  developed by Read (Read, 2000; Wesche & Paribakht  (1996), Euralex French 
Tests (Bogaards, 2000) and interviews (Schmit t ,  1998) and Sentence Complet ion 
Test  (Ij az, 1986). 
 
2. Word Associates Test  
 
 After undergoing several revisions during its development , the latest  version 
of the word associat ion test  designed by Read is aimed at  measuring the depth of 
learners’  knowledge of a part icular class of words only, i.e. adj ect ive. The test  
consists of 50 test  items and it  tests learners’  abilit y to ident ify whether or not  
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there is any syntagmat ic (collocat ional), paradigmat ic (synonymous), and analyt ic 
(part -whole or whole-part ) relat ionship between a st imulus word and each of the 
eight  other words presented as choices. Out  of these alternat ives, four are dist rac-
tors. The eight  associates and dist ractors are divided into two groups. Consider the 
example below: 
 
sudden  

beautiful quick surprising thirsty  change doctor noise school 
 
The words in the left  box are adj ect ives. The relat ionship between the associates 
(quick and surprising) and the target  word is either paradigmat ic (synonymous) or 
analyt ic. The words in the right  box are all nouns, and the relat ionship between 
the target  word sudden and its associates (change and noise) is syntagmat ic. 
 
3.  The Euralex French Tests   
 
 Each Euralex French test  consists of 60 items, 40 of which present  words with 
some kind of relat ionship while the remaining 20 present  words with no relat ion-
ships whatsoever (dummy items). The tests are designed to test  high level of vo-
cabulary knowledge as the words used in the test  are low frequency words. There-
fore, these tests are not  appropriate to t rack the development  of vocabulary 
knowledge of high frequency words and most  learners of French as a second or for-
eign language. The test  requires the test  takers to decide whether there is any kind 
of associat ion between the pairs of words. The inst ruct ions read ’ You have to de-
cide if  you can see an obvious connect ion between the two words’ . The test  taker 
should give “ Yes”  or “ No”  responses. Sample items are as follows: 
 
 1. [    ]  pied: grue  2. [   ]  sarcler: bois.  
 
The aspects of knowledge assessed include meaning relat ionships (synonym and 
hyponym), select ion rest rict ions (verbs/ nouns, free associates), f ixed expressions 
(expressions and compound words) and cultural aspects. Although the tests were 
originally designed to measure the vocabulary knowledge of learners of high prof i-
ciency level, the test  can be modif ied to test  the vocabulary knowledge of learners 
with lower language proficiency. 
 
4. Interviews  
 
 The interview has also been used as a means for measuring the depth of vo-
cabulary knowledge (Schmit t ,  1998 and Read, 2000: 178-180). In the interview pro-
cedure, Read presents students with a select ion of words and open-ended quest ions 
to elicit  various aspects of their knowledge of each word. A sample test  item of the 
writ ten form of the interview procedure for the word ‘ interpret ’  is as follows: 
 
Figure 3:  Test sheet for the word “interpret” 

TO INTERPRET 

1. Write two sentences: A and B. In each sentence, use the two words given. 

A.   interpret                 experiment  

B.   interpret                 language 
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2. Write those words that  can f it  in the blank. 

       to interpret  a(n) _________ 

                                 i __________ 

                                ii __________ 

                               iii __________ 

3. Write the correct  ending for the word in each of the following sentences: 

       Someone who interprets is an interpret .. . . .  .  

       Something that  can be interpreted is interpret .. . . . .  .  

       Someone who interpret  gives an interpret .. . . . .  .  
  
A detailed account  of the interview procedure used by Read can be found in Read 
(1989).  
 
 Meanwhile, Schmit t  used the interview procedure in a longitudinal study in-
volving three advanced adult  university students with dif ferent  L1 backgrounds. 
The study aimed to t rack their acquisit ion of 11 words and their acquisit ion devel-
opment  over the period of one year. The aspects of word knowledge under study 
were spelling, associat ion, grammat ical informat ion, and meaning. A detailed ac-
count  of the procedure can be found in Schmit t  (1998).  The advantage of this pro-
cedure is that  it  allows researchers to tap as much informat ion as required. The 
negat ive side is that  it  is t ime-consuming and therefore limits the number of re-
search subj ects. 

 
Proposed Measures of the Depth of Vocabulary Knowle dge 
 
 Assessment  inst ruments are designed to measure certain const ructs, i.e. par-
t icular kinds of knowledge or ability that  given assessment  inst ruments are de-
signed to measure (Read, 2000: 95). The inst ruments that  I propose in this paper 
were designed with the following obj ect ives in mind: to assess the depth of vo-
cabulary knowledge. The depth of vocabulary knowledge covers the depth and 
breadth of the meaning dimension of a given word. The depth of meaning refers to 
the knowledge of both the syntact ic and semant ic features that  const itute the core 
meaning of a word while the breadth of meanings refers to the mult iple meaning 
senses of a word.  
 
1. Measures of the Depth of Mean ing Dimension of Word Knowledge 
 
 Key syntact ic and semant ic features of a word can generally be found in dic-
t ionary definit ions. For example, Oxford Advanced Learners’  Dict ionary defines the 
word “ murder”  as “ the il legal deliberate kill ing of a human being”  (noun) and “ to 
kill sb il legally and deliberately”  (verb). From the definit ion one can ident ify some 
key features: the nature of the act ion is i l legal  and del iberat e,  and the obj ect  is a 
human being.  Finer semant ic features of the word “ murder”  can be ident if ied by 
cont rast ing it  with other words sharing the common meaning sense kil l :  ” kil l” ,  “ as-
sassinate” , etc. By cont rast ing them, one can ident ify the features that  const itute 
the meanings of these words. For example, the words “ murder”  and “ assassinate”  
require a human agent  and obj ect  while “ kill”  may take a human or non-human 
agent  or obj ect . A human agent  for “ murder”  correlates well with the other fea-
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tures of the word which indicate that  the kill ing act ion is del iberat e and i l legal ,  
while non-human agent  does not . Meanwhile, although both “ murder”  and “ assas-
sinate”  take only human obj ects, the nature of obj ects in both verbs dif fers: the 
obj ects of the word “ assassinate”  are usually prominent  polit ical f igures.  
 From his research on semant ic features, Poedj osoedarmo (1989: 80-81) lists 
a number of features that  one needs to consider when analyzing the meaning of a 
verb: agent  (human or non-human, animate or inanimate, number, and sex), ob-
j ects (with or without  obj ects, human or non-human, animate or inanimate, size, 
weight , etc), t ime, place, process, frequency, mot ives or reasons, result  or effect , 
beneficiary, direct ion, inst rument  used, etc. Consider the following example, con-
t rast ing the Indonesian verbs: 

 
(1)   membawa (to carry),  
(2)   gendong (to carry something or someone on the back or hip, supported by 
      the waist  or one’ s arms, often with the help of a cloth sling), 
(3)   got ong (to carry something heavy that  two or more people must  coope- 
  rate), 
(4)   j inj ing (to carry something light  and relat ively small in size in one’ s 
hand), 
  and 
(5)  pikul  (to carry something heavy divided into two and each put  on the end 
        of a support ing st ick on one’ s shoulder).  
 

The word membawa is the cover or generic term for all these verbs. Let  us now 
cont rast  some of these verbs with each other. In gendong,  the obj ect  is placed on 
the back or hip of the person carrying it ,  meanwhile in pikul  the part  of the body 
that  is used to carry is the shoulder, not  the back or hip. The words gendong and 
got ong cont rast  in the number of agents: one in gendong and more than one in go-
t ong.  The words gotong and j inj ing cont rast  in the number of agent  and the nature 
of obj ects: while the obj ect  of got ong is something heavy, the obj ect  of j inj ing is 
something light  and usually small in size.  
 The next  const ruct  to be described is meaning mapping. A map, according to 
the Cambridge Internat ional Dict ionary of  English (1975: 863), means a drawing of 
(part  of) the earth’ s surface showing the shape and posit ion of dif ferent  count ries, 
polit ical borders, natural features such as rivers and mountains, and art if icial fea-
tures such as roads and buildings. The Oxford Advanced Learners’  Dict ionary uses 
the expression “ representat ion on paper”  for the term “ drawing”  in the Cambridge 
definit ion. There is some parallelism between the term “ map”  that  I use and the 
literal def init ion above; both shares the features “ representat ion“ , “ features”  and 
“ boundaries” . What  I mean by the term “ meaning mapping”  here is, then, the rep-
resentat ion in the mind of a word meaning: both the syntact ic and semant ic fea-
tures within the meaning boundary of a word which make up the meaning of that  
word (depth of meaning) and the mult iple meaning senses of a word (breadth of 
meaning). If  the claims that  vocabulary acquisit ion is incremental (Schmit t ,  1998) 
and that  vocabulary acquisit ion is a process of cont inuous lexical disambiguat ion 
(Sonnaiya 1991: 273) are right , the number and kinds of features within the mean-
ing boundary of a word and the meaning boundary itself  may change to eventually 
approximate the meaning of the word mapped by a nat ive speaker. For example, a 
learner at  one stage of the acquisit ion of the word “ murder”  may map the feature  ± human agent  within the meaning boundary of the word. In this case, the mapping 
of the word meaning is inaccurate because the feature –human agent  which actu-
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ally is outside the meaning boundary is incorrect ly mapped as within the meaning 
boundary. At  a later stage he or she may realize that  this word takes only +human 
agent  and exclude the –human agent  from within the meaning boundary.  
 The quest ion is how to measure or tap such knowledge? It  seems that  the 
exist ing measures of the quality of vocabulary knowledge discussed above are not  
sensit ive enough to measure this part icular knowledge because they were not  de-
signed to measure such a const ruct . Therefore, measures which are sensit ive 
enough to test  such knowledge need to be designed. The measures should, con-
st ruct  wise, be designed to tap learners’  mapping accuracy of the word meanings 
by asking students to indicate whether certain semant ic and or syntact ic features 
are within or outside the meaning boundary of the word. Asking a test  taker to 
ident ify whether certain set  of features are inside or outside the meaning boundary 
is a big challenge to a test  designer as most  learners who take the test  are not  lin-
guists. It  is unrealist ic to ask such quest ions as, “ Does the word ‘ murder’  take a 
non-human inanimate agent?”  because such a quest ion contains specif ic terms that  
test  takers may not  understand. The quest ion is how to design inst ruments sensi-
t ive enough to measure such a const ruct . 
 In designing such measures, an assessment  inst rument  designer needs to go 
through the following procedures: 
 
1. Select  a set  of words the knowledge of which will be measured.  
2. Ident ify the semant ic and syntact ic features or components that  const itute the 

meaning of the words. This can be done by way of cont rast ive analysis as is il-
lust rated above, i.e. by cont rast ing a selected word with other words which 
have paradigmat ic relat ion with the word or which are to some extent  syn-
onymous with the word. Such words are usually within the same semant ic 
f ield. For example, the word “ murder”  takes two arguments (agent  and ob-
j ect ), the agent  and obj ect  are living human beings, the act ion is il legal but  is 
done deliberately.  

3. After the words have been selected and the syntact ic and semant ic features 
ident if ied, the words need to be presented in context . The quest ion, as raised 
by Read (2000), is how much context  a word needs. As a guiding principle, the 
syntact ic and the semant ic features of the words will determine how much 
context  is needed. Let  us take the word “ murder”  again as an example. This 
word is a verb requiring two arguments, so we need to provide at  least  two 
types of sentences: int ransit ive (one argument ) and t ransit ive (two arguments) 
sentences. Another feature, i.e. the agent  and obj ect  are human being, re-
quires sentent ial contexts in which the agents and obj ects are of various kinds: 
human being, non-human being (animate and inanimate). Look at  the following 
sentent ial contexts as il lust rat ion. 

 
(1)  Drugs can _______.  

The context  contains one argument  and the argument  or the agent  is 
inanimate non-human being. This feature is outside the meaning 
boundary of “ murder” . 

(2)  This t iger _______ a farmer. 
The context  contains two arguments but  the f irst  argument , an ani-
mate non-human agent , is outside the meaning boundary of the 
tested word. 

(3) This man robbed a taxi driver and _______ him. 
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The context  contains two arguments,  both living human being. As 
nothing specif ic is said about  the nature of the act ion, the context  
implies that  the act ion is deliberate and illegal. Therefore, the set  of 
features is within the meaning boundary of the word. 
 

4. Select  the format  of the measures. The format  of the measuring inst ruments 
can be the forward t ranslat ion recognit ion mat rix (FTRM), the sentence com-
plet ion recognit ion mat rix (SCRM), or acceptabilit y j udgement  (AJ). The fol-
lowing sect ion will discuss each of them. 

 
a. Forward Translation Recognition Matrix (FTRM) 
 
 Forward Translat ion Recognit ion Mat rix is a self-report  assessment  inst ru-
ment  used to measure the depth of meanings of a set  of verbs within given seman-
t ic f ields. Verbs are chosen because verbs play a cent ral role in sentences. They 
are relat ional in nature because they relate the arguments in the argument  st ruc-
ture. In addit ion, verbs have the potent ial to cause more problems to L2 learners 
than either nouns which serve more or less as labels and adj ect ives. Forward t rans-
lat ion is a term used to refer to the t ranslat ion of L1 into L2, while the t ranslat ion 
of L2 into L1 is called backward t ranslat ion. In t ranslat ion product ion, one has to 
come up with the t ranslat ion of the presented word, whereas in t ranslat ion recog-
nit ion he or she has to choose from a number of opt ions the best  t ranslat ion of the 
presented word (Mukarto, 2001). As its name suggests, the inst rument  is used to 
measure only the recept ive vocabulary knowledge. Consider f igure 4, a sample test  
item which measures the vocabulary knowledge of f ive verbs within the semant ic 
f ield KILL. Knowledge of the f ive verbs is measured.  
 
Figure 4: Sample test item of FTRM me asuring the depth of vocabulary knowledge 

 
       He robbed a taxi driver and _______ him.  

Ia merampok sopir t aksi dan membunuhnya.  
 

No. Verbs YB KB TT KS YS 
A assassinated      
B executed      
C killed      
D murdered      
E slaughtered      

 
Where   YB stands for Yakin Benar (def initely appropriate or correct ) 

  KB stands for Kel ihat annya Benar (seems appropriate or correct ) 
  TT stands for Tidak Tahu (do not  know) 

KS stands for Kel ihat annya salah (seems inappropriate or wrong) 
YS stands for Yakin Salah (definitely inappropriate or wrong) 

 
 
 The sample item consists of (a) an English sentence to complete, serving as 
sentent ial context  for target  or tested verb, (b) and an Indonesian sentence equiva-
lent  with the English sentence, but  contains the lexical prompt , i.e. a verb to 
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t ranslate, printed in bold, and (c) a mat rix. The mat rix consists of seven columns. 
The f irst  column contains alphabet ical let ters. These let ters, when combined with 
the test  item number, will make the number of test  item, for example 4A, 4B, 4C, 
etc. for purpose of ease in data tabulat ion. The second column contains the tested 
verbs. The tested verbs are arranged in alphabet ical order, for example “ assassi-
nate”  followed by “ execute” , “ kil l” ,  “ murder”  and “ slaughter” . The number of 
rows may vary, depending on the number of tested verbs and dist rator(s), if  any. 
The other f ive columns, when combined with the rows, form the cells in which the 
subj ects mark their answers.  

The mat rix system is adopted for two reasons: economy and pract icalit y. First ,  
it  is economical in the sense that  it  can test  the same set  of semant ic features for 
all the tested verbs. Earlier versions of the test  used many sentent ial contexts, 
depending on the syntact ic and semant ic features ident if ied, to measure the 
knowledge of j ust  one verb. As a result  the number of test  item was large and the 
measure was neither economical nor pract ical.  The current  mat rix system allows 
the use of the same sentent ial contexts providing certain syntact ic and semant ic 
features to measure the knowledge of all the selected verbs. Second, it  is pract ical 
because the subj ects have to read only a small number of sentent ial contexts and 
the order of the tested words is predictable. It  allows them to work on the test  
more quickly, and thus lowering the fat igue factor. 

A subj ect  has to answer such quest ions in two steps: f irst ,  recognize or ident ify 
whether or not  the opt ions are English equivalent (s) of the Indonesian word prompt  
“ membunuh”  and second, determine whether the word is used in an appropriate 
context . If  s/ he is certain or believes that  one opt ion, “ execute”  for example, is 
not  equivalent  to the Indonesian word prompt , then s/ he will check or t ick the 
appropriate cell YS,  indicat ing that  she is certain that  it  is not  equivalent . In case 
she is uncertain but  thinks that  it  is not  equivalent , she t icks the appropriate cell 
indicat ing her answer, KS.  However, if  she f inds that  the English word, for example 
“ kill”  or “ murder” , is equivalent  to the Indonesian lexical prompt , s/ he will have 
to check whether or not  the word meets the collocat ional const raint  imposed by 
the provided context . If  s/ he thinks both English words are equivalent  and sat isfy 
the collocat ional const raint  or the syntact ic and semant ic const raints, s/ he will 
check the cell YB,  indicat ing that  they are equivalent  to the prompt  and sat isfy the 
syntact ic and semant ic const raints. If  s/ he knows that  the word may be equivalent ,  
for example “ assassinate” , but  it  does not  sat isfy the collocat ional const raints, 
then s/ he has to t ick the cell YS indicat ing that  the word is not  acceptable in the 
sentent ial context . However, if  s/ he is doubt ful whether or not  the English word is 
equivalent  and/ or whether or not  the word meets the syntact ic and semant ic con-
st raints, then s/ he checks the cell KB.  In the case the subj ect  is not  familiar with 
the L2 word and does not  know whether or not  it  is acceptable, s/ he checks the 
cell TT.  

A set  of FTRM has been designed and used to measure the Indonesian EFL 
learners’  depth of meaning dimension or the semant ic mapping accuracy of twelve 
verbs within two semant ic f ields KILL and BREAK and to f ind out  the pat terns of 
semant ic mapping development  from the low intermediate level to the advanced 
level. The set  consists of 32 sentent ial contexts: 16 contexts each semant ic f ield. 
Three prof iciency groups of 40 Indonesian EFL learners each were involved in the 
study. The three groups were the low intermediate, high intermediate and ad-
vanced groups. Results of the study will be reported elsewhere. 
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b. Sentence Completion Recognition Matrix (SCRM)  
 

SCRM is similar to FTRM in terms of the designing procedures, format  and 
scoring. The dif ference is that  in the SCRM there is no L1 prompt  to t ranslate. The 
Indonesian t ranslat ion of the sentent ial context  may also be omit ted, depending on 
the English proficiency level of the subj ects. Const ruct  wise, SCRM is probably sim-
pler but  bet ter than FTRM. In SCRM the subj ects observe only the syntact ic and 
semant ic features contained within the sentent ial context . Meanwhile, in FTRM the 
subj ects have to map the L1 word prompt  into the L2 and the L1 prompt  may limit  
the number of correct  opt ions because the variables to be observed by the subjects 
is not  only the syntact ic and semant ic features provided by the sentent ial context , 
but  also the syntact ic and semant ic features contained within the L1 word prompt . 
Likewise, the lexical processing in SCRM is also shorter than that  in FRTM as sub-
j ects do not  have to refer to the L1 prompt  and match the L2 words with the L1 
prompt . A sample test  item for the SCRM is provided below.    
 
Figure 5: Sample test item of SCRM  assessing the depth of vocabulary  
               knowledge 

 
He robbed a taxi driver and _______ him.  
Ia merampok sopir t aksi dan _______-nya.  

 

No. Verbs YB KB TT KS YS 
A assassinated      
B executed      
C killed      
D murdered      
E slaughtered       

 
The scoring, meaning of scores, and conversion of scores in SCRM are the same 

as in FTRM so there is no need to discuss them again here. The direct ions or in-
st ruct ions, however, dif fer to some extent ,  part icularly with the mapping of the L1 
word prompt  into the L2. In addit ion, while the FTRM has been pilot -tested, the 
SCRM has not . 

The use of the sentent ial context  in the learners’  mother tongue is opt ional, 
depending on the proficiency level of the research subjects. The sentent ial con-
texts in the L1 are deemed necessary if  and only if  the subj ects include low prof i-
ciency group(s) so that  the subj ects may not  understand the English sentent ial con-
texts. If  they do not  understand the sentent ial contexts, they will not  know the 
salient  semant ic features contained within the contexts. In turn, the validity of the 
test  may be quest ioned. 

One set  of SCRM, which is a variant  of FTRM, has been developed. It  has been 
pilot -tested but  has never been used. As a variant  of the FTRM, the SCRM dif fers 
from the FTRM only in the absence of the Indonesian word prompts in the senten-
t ial contexts. 
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c. Acceptability Judgement 
 
 A variant  of the FTRM and SCRM is acceptabilit y j udgement  measure, also a 
self-report  assessment  inst rument . The procedures used in designing and scoring 
the test  are similar to the ones used in the designing of SCRM. The dif ference is 
that  this inst rument  is used to measure the depth of vocabulary knowledge in 
which the individual verbs tested do not  belong to the same semant ic f ield, for 
example, “ kill” ,  “ break” , and “ carry” . Another dif ference is that  no mat rix is re-
quired. This inst rument  requires the subj ects to indicate whether the verb used in 
the sentent ial contexts match the set  of features contained within the sentent ial 
context  or vice versa. The number of opt ions provided to the subj ects was the 
same as that  in SCRM and FTRM and the format  is similar. To measure the knowl-
edge of the verb “ carry” , in which the feature direct ion is important , the senten-
t ial contexts to present  the verbs may look like the following:  
 

(4) When on duty, he always carries  a pistol.   
(5) “ Tom, can you carry  the hammer here,”  the mechanic said. 
(6) “ Tom, can you carry  the newspaper to your father in the veranda?”   
     mother said. 
 

In the sentent ial context  (6), the direct ion of the act ivity is generic, there is no 
specif ic direct ion, and therefore the verb “ carry”  is acceptable or appropriate. In 
(7), the direct ion is toward the speaker and the verb “ carry”  is not  appropriate or 
acceptable. Likewise, the verb “ carry”  is not  appropriate, because the direct ion is 
away from the speaker.  
 One potent ial problem to consider is the number of sentent ial contexts, 
which is large, because a target  word may require a large number of contexts. This 
may result  in fat igue on the part  of the research subj ects. 
 
2. Measure of the Breadth of Mean ing Dimension of Word Knowledge 
 
 The inst rument  used to assess the learners’  recept ive aspect  in the acquisi-
t ion of the mult iple meaning senses of English verbs, ranging from their typical 
meanings to their least  typical meanings is, henceforth, called the Measure of 
Breadth of Meaning or MBM. The meaning of a word is considered to be recept ively 
acquired by a learner if  s/ he can ident ify that  a word is appropriately used is a 
(sentent ial) context  and can ident ify it s meaning in it s exist ing context . Context  is 
necessary because it  determines what  a target  word means. The meaning inventory 
of verbs can be found in dict ionaries. Most  frequent  verbs usually have more mean-
ing senses than less frequent  verbs. The meaning senses selected to be measured 
may be the maj or meaning senses of the verbs (as in Schmit t  1998) or they may 
range from the most  common meaning to the least  common ones. 

In designing MBM, an assessment  inst rument  designer needs to go through the 
following procedures: 

 
1. Select  the words or verbs to be assessed.  
2. Select  the meaning senses to be measured. Consult  a number of good dic-

t ionaries for the inventory of word or verb meanings. 
3. Select  the sentent ial contexts to present  the meaning senses of the verbs. 
4. Design (the format  of) the assessing inst rument . 
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 The MBM that  I propose takes the following format : (1) the sentent ial con-
texts to present  the verbs with their part icular meaning senses (2) an answer sheet  
where the subj ects give their j udgement  on the acceptabilit y or the appropriate-
ness of the verbs in their sentent ial contexts and the meaning senses of the verbs. 
Sample of MBM test  items and answer sheet  are presented in f igure 6. 
 
Figure 6: Samples of test items and answer sheet 

 
Sample of test  items 

1. Write the meaning of the word 
printed in bold. 

2. Is the word used in appropriate 
context? 

1. The milk has gone  sour. 
2. He goes to school by bus. 
3. My car went  beaut iful.  
4. Pink and orange don’ t  go.  
5. What  t ime does the last  t rain go?  

 
Sample of answer sheet  

Appropriate?  
 
No 

Ye
s 

N
o 

D
on

’t
 

Kn
ow

 

 
 

Meaning 

1.     

2.     

3.     

4.     

5.      
 
The target  verb is presented in a number of contexts, i.e. f ive contexts in the ex-
ample above, depending on the number of meaning senses to be assessed. In sen-
tent ial context  (SC) 1, the verb “ go”  takes an adj ect ive as its complement  and so 
does SC3 which serves as a dist ractor. In SC2 the verb takes a preposit ional phrase 
as its complement . Meanwhile, in SC 4 and SC5 the verb does not  take any com-
plement  or int ransit ive. SC1, SC2, SC4 and SC5 have dif ferent  meaning senses.  
 The answer sheet  is in the form of a mat rix. The mat rix consists of three 
parts: test  item numbers, appropriateness and meaning of the tested verbs. There 
are three possible answers for the appropriateness sect ion: appropriate, not  appro-
priate, and no knowledge of appropriateness. The subj ects write the meaning of 
the verbs in the form of the t ranslat ion equivalents in the subj ects’  language.  
 One set  of the MBM has been designed to measure the measure the breadth 
of the meaning dimensions of ten English verbs. Four meaning senses of each word 
are tested, ranging from the core meaning senses to the less core ones. One dis-
t ractor is provided for each verb. The developed test  was used in a study involving 
three prof iciency groups of Indonesian EFL learners. The subj ects were the same 
subj ects as in the FTRM above. The test  was used to measure the breadth of the 
meaning dimension acquired recept ively by three prof iciency groups and to f igure 
out  the developmental pat terns of the acquisit ion of the breadth of meaning di-
mension of the target  English verbs. Results of the study will also be reported 
elsewhere. 
 
3. Scoring Procedures 
a. Scoring Procedures in the Measures of the Depth of Word Meaning  
 
 Measures of the depth of meaning of words are used to elicit  data on the 
semant ic mapping accuracy of the English verbs. In the FTRM the subj ects’  tasks 
include  
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1. determining whether the English verbs in the mat rix is an acceptable t ransla-
t ion of the Indonesian verb prompt  considering the semant ic features or infor-
mat ion contained within the English verbs and those within the provided sen-
tent ial context , and 

2. indicat ing the level of mapping confidence in his or her answers. A subj ect  may 
confident ly indicate that  certain semant ic features are within or outside the 
meaning boundary of a word. However, he or she might  also be doubt ful,  not  
knowing for sure whether they are within or outside the meaning boundary not  
because he or she does not  have the knowledge but  perhaps because such fea-
tures are not  fully integrated in his or her lexical ent ry yet . 

 SCRM differs from FTRM in that  no t ranslat ion recognit ion is required from 
the learners’  mother tongue to English. This seemingly simple dif ference may bring 
about  signif icant  dif ference in the acceptabilit y of the answers given by the sub-
j ects because in the SCRM the answers are const rained only by the features con-
tained within the sentent ial context  while in the FTRM the answers are const rained 
both by the sentent ial contexts and by the learners’  L1 word prompts. 
 Considering the subject ’ s tasks and the nature of data elicited, a number of 
scoring systems are adopted, depending on the purpose of the assessment . They 
include nominal, ordinal and interval scores.  

 
Table 2: Nominal scores and their meanings 

Nominal 
Score 

Meaning of Score 

5 (1) Correct  semant ic mapping, (2) High level of mapping confidence 
4 (1) Correct  semant ic mapping, (2) Low level of mapping confidence 
3 No idea  
2 (1) Incorrect  semant ic mapping, (2) Low level of mapping confidence 
1 (1) Incorrect  semant ic mapping, (2) High level of mapping confidence 
0 No response 
 
Table 2 present  the nominal score used to code the subj ects’  responses. The 

nominal scores range from 0 to 5. To illust rate how the coding is to be done, con-
sider the following example of the scoring of a subj ect ’ s answer to sample st imulus 
items in f igure 7. 
 
Figure 7: Sample of test item in se ntence completion recognition matrix 

  
         He robbed a taxi driver and _______ him.  

 Ia merampok sopir t aksi dan _______nya.  
 

No. Verbs YB KB TT KS YS 

A assassinated      
B executed      
C Killed      
D murdered      
E slaughtered       
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The score 5 is given if  the semant ic mapping is correct  and the level of map-
ping confidence is high. In the sample item above, a score of 5 is given if  the sub-
j ect  t icks the cell YB for “ murder”  and YS for “ execute” . A score of 4 is given if  
the subj ect  t icks the cell KB for “ kill”  and KS for “ assassinate” , indicat ing that  the 
mapping is correct  but  the level of mapping confidence islow. A score 3 is given if  
the subj ect  indicates that  s/ he does not  have any idea whether or not  the mapping 
is correct  by t icking the cell TT.  A score 2 was given when the subj ect  t icks the cell 
KS for “ kill”  and KB for “ execute” . The level of mapping confidence is low and the 
mapping is incorrect . A score 1 is given if the subj ect  believes that  the mapping 
was correct  but  it  is actually incorrect , e.g. t icking YB for “ assassinate”  or YS for 
“ kill” .  A score of 0 is given when there is no response from the subj ect . 

It  should be noted, however, that  these raw scores (0 – 5) are of nominal scale. 
They do not  represent  ordinal or interval scale. For stat ist ical purposes, these raw 
scores have to be converted depending on the purpose of the stat ist ical analysis. 
Conversion from the nominal scores to the ordinal ones is used to compute the ag-
gregated semant ic mapping accuracy. 
 To f ind out  the aggregated semant ic mapping accuracy, i.e. the sum total of 
all the accurate mapping (posit ive values) and inaccurate semant ic mapping (nega-
t ive value) integrated within the L2 lexicon, the raw scores are converted into or-
dinal scores as in table 3.  

 
Table 3: Conversion table for overall semantic mapp ing accuracy  

Raw 
Scores 

 
Meaning of Score 

Con-
vert. 
Score 

5 (1) Correct  semant ic mapping, (2) High level of mapping con-
f idence 

2 

4 (1) Correct  semant ic mapping, (2) Low level of mapping con-
f idence 

1 

3 No idea  0 
2 (1) Incorrect  semant ic mapping, (2) Low level of mapping 

confidence 
-1 

1 (1) Incorrect  semant ic mapping, (2) High level of mapping 
confidence 

-2 

0 No response 0 
 
 Aggregated semant ic mapping accuracy represents the degree or depth of 
meaning knowledge of a part icular word. The raw scores are weighted dif ferent ly 
because of the dif ferences in the accuracy and the level of mapping confidence in 
the L2 lexicon.   
 Interval scores are used to f ind out  the proport ion of accurate or inaccurate 
semant ic mapping. Two types of score conversions may be used. The f irst  concerns 
only on the semant ic mapping accuracy while the level of mapping confidence is 
ignored. The second concerns both the accuracy and the level of mapping confi-
dence.  
 Table 4 il lust rates how the raw scores are converted to f ind out  the propor-
t ion of the accurate semant ic mapping, disregarding the level of mapping confi-
dence. In this case the raw scores are converted into interval scale.  
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Table 4: Conversion table for accurate semantic map ping 

Raw 
Scores 

Meaning of Score Convert. 

Score 
5 (1) Correct  semant ic mapping, (2) High level of mapping 

confidence
1 

4 (1) Correct  semant ic mapping, (2) Low level of mapping 
confidence

1 

3 No idea  0 
2 (1) Incorrect  semant ic mapping, (2) Low level of mapping 

confidence
0 

1 (1) Incorrect  semant ic mapping, (2) High level of map-
ping confidence

0 

0 No response 0 
 

To f ind out  the proport ion of correct  or accurate semant ic mapping, the raw scores 
4 and 5 are converted to 1 while the other raw scores are converted to 0. Likewise, 
to f ind out  the proport ion of the inaccurate semant ic mapping, the raw scores 1 
and 2 are converted to 1 while the other scores are converted to 0. 
 When the level of confidence which indicates the level of integrat ion of the 
semant ic features within the L2 lexicon is counted, the second type of score con-
version as in table 5 is used.  
 
Table 5: Score conversion for accurate  semantic mapping with high level of 
mapping confidence 

Raw 
Scores 

Meaning of Score Convert. 

Score 
5 (1) Correct  semant ic mapping, (2) High level of confidence 1 
4 (1) Correct  semant ic mapping, (2) Low level of confidence 0 
3 No idea  0 
2 (1) Incorrect  semant ic mapping, (2) Low level of confidence 0 
1 (1) Incorrect  semant ic mapping, (2) High level of confidence 0 
0 No response 0 
 

Table 5 il lust rates how the raw scores are converted when the purpose is to f ind 
out  the proport ion of the accurate semant ic mapping with a high degree of confi-
dence. The nominal score 5 was converted to interval score 1, while the others to 
0. If  the purpose was to f ind out  the proport ion of inaccurate semant ic mapping 
with low level of mapping confidence, the raw score 2 was converted to 1 and the 
others to 0. 

 
b. Scoring Procedures in the Measures of the Depth of Word Meaning  
  
 In the breadth of meaning dimension, knowledge of word meaning is opera-
t ionally characterized by knowledge of the conceptual meaning of the word, i.e. 
indicated by correct  or acceptable t ranslat ion of the word, and knowledge of the 
use of the word. As in the Forward Translat ion Recognit ion Mat rix, three types of 
scoring or scales were used: raw scores (nominal scale), scores based on the 
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weight ing of the aspects of the breadth of meaning for non-paramet ric tests (ordi-
nal scale), and converted scores for use in paramet ric tests.  
 Table 6 il lust rates the coding and scoring of the assessed const ructs or as-
pects of the meaning senses of the verbs, i.e. use and conceptual meaning. 
 

Table 6: Coding of responses and its score conversi on in MBM 
Breadth of Meaning Knowledge Weighting 

Concept Use 

Combi-
nation 

Raw 
Scores Concept Use 

Ordinal 
Scores 

Correct (+C) Correct (+U) +C ,+U 8 3 1 4 

Correct (+C) No response (0) +C, 0 7 3 0 3 

Correct (+C) Incorrect (-U) +C, -U 6 3 -1 2 

No response (0) Correct (+U) 0,+U 5 0 1 1 

No response (0) No response (0) 0, 0 4 0 0 0 

No response (0) Incorrect (-U) 0, -U 3 0 -1 -1 

Incorrect (-C) Correct (+U) -C,+U 2 -3 1 -2 

Incorrect (-C)  No response (0) -C, 0 1 -3 0 -3 

Incorrect (-C) Incorrect (-U) -C, -U 0 -3 -1 -4 
  
 The f irst  two columns under the heading “ Breadth of Meaning Knowledge”  
covers both the conceptual meaning and the uses of the tested words.  The order 
in the f irst  column moves from accurate to inaccurate mapping, while in the sec-
ond column from correct  to incorrect  use. The fourth columns contain the code or 
raw scores, which are nominal in nature. The f if th and sixth columns contain the 
weight ing of the responses by the subj ects. The two aspects of the breadth of 
meaning are assigned dif ferent  weight ing: three (3) for correct  conceptual meaning 
and one (one) for correct  use on the one hand minus three (-3) for incorrect  con-
ceptual meaning and minus (-1) for incorrect  use. Meanwhile, zero for no response 
which indicates no knowledge is assigned 0. Conceptual meaning and use are given 
dif ferent  weight  because in recept ive vocabulary knowledge, the uses of words do 
not  have as important  role as the conceptual meanings of words. In product ive vo-
cabulary knowledge, however, both are equally important . 
 To f ind out  dif ferences in the proport ion of correct  or incorrect  mapping of 
the target  verbs and to f igure out  the developmental pat tern in the proport ion of 
correct  and incorrect  mapping, the raw scores are converted to either 1 or 0. For 
example, to f ind out  the proport ion of the correct  mapping of the target  verbs, i.e. 
correct  ident if icat ion of meaning and use, the raw score 8 is converted to 1 and 
the others to zero.  
 The use of sentent ial context  may somet imes cause some misunderstanding 
on the part  of the subj ects in answering the quest ions which may cause some dif-
ference in scoring the answers among raters. To avoid this, the direct ions given 
should clearly state that  the focus of the assessment  is on the use and conceptual 
meaning of the words, not  on the morphosyntact ic aspects of the words. For exam-
ple, a subj ect  may rate the use of “ covered”  in “ She covered  her eyes with her 
hands.”  as not  acceptable because she or he thinks the correct  form is “ covers” ,  
not  “ covered” . There is no way of detect ing such a case in this format  of the test . 
This, however, can be detected in the variant  of this test , in which the subj ect  is 
asked to supply the correct  word or form if  s/ he f inds the word not  appropriate.  
 Another potent ial problem is in scoring the answers. To avoid unnecessary 
dif ferences among raters in determining the inter-rater reliabilit y, the criteria for 
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correct  or incorrect  answers or t ranslat ion should be stated clearly. In the pilot  
test ing of the inst rument  it  was found that   
 
1. a subj ect  may give more than one t ranslat ions of the verb. In case a subj ect  

gives more than one t ranslat ions, it  should be seen whether all the t ranslat ions 
are correct . If  one or more t ranslat ions are incorrect , it  should be interpreted 
as incorrect . Giving more than one t ranslat ion may indicate that  the subj ect  is 
doubt ful of his or her f irst  t ranslat ion, especially when one or more of the 
t ranslat ions is incorrect . If  all the t ranslat ions are correct , it  may indicate that  
s/ he knows more than one t ranslat ion for the word. 

2. a subj ect  may t ranslate not  only the meaning of the word but  also the inf lec-
t ional aff ix at tached to the word. For example, a subject  may t ranslate the 
word “ carry”  in “ The woman carrying  the hand bag is my mother”  as “ yang 
membawa”  in Indonesian, while other students may t ranslate it  as “ mem-
bawa” , without  t ranslat ing the meaning sense conveyed the aff ix “ -ing” . In 
such a case, both answers should be considered correct  as the main meaning of 
the verb “ carry”  is correct ly t ranslated.   

 
Concluding Remarks 
 
 I have reviewed the const ruct  of vocabulary knowledge and a number of as-
sessment  inst ruments used to measure the depth of vocabulary knowledge. Each 
inst rument  has been designed to measure certain const ructs and therefore is sensi-
t ive to measure the part icular const ructs it  is designed for. Considering the need 
for measures of the depth and breadth of the meaning dimension of vocabulary 
knowledge and the lack of such measures, I have proposed three measures of the 
depth of meaning dimension of English verbs –FTRM, SCRM, and Acceptability 
Judgement– to assess the knowledge of the syntact ic as well as the semant ic as-
pects of vocabulary knowledge. The const ruct  validity of the proposed tests has 
been described above. To assess the breadth of meaning of a word, part icularly 
verbs, I have also proposed a Measure of the Breadth of Meaning (MBM) of verbs 
with mult iple meaning senses and its variant  (only brief ly ment ioned) which allow 
researchers to detect  the possibilit y of incorrect  j udgement  on the usage of the 
tested verb in a sentent ial context  due to morphosyntact ic factor. One set  of test  
each has been designed for the FTRM, SCRM and MBM. The developed tests, par-
t icularly the FTRM and MBM, have also been used in a study involving three Indone-
sian EFL learners to assess both the depth and breadth of the meaning dimensions 
of a number of English verbs and to f igure out  the pat terns of development  in the 
acquisit ion of the verb meanings. Despite the fact  that  some of the measures have 
been developed, pilot -tested and improved, and used in a study, there is a con-
stant  need to crit ically review and develop all these proposed measures to estab-
lish their validity and reliabilit y as well as to improve them for the sake of further 
research in the depth of vocabulary knowledge. 
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